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Abstract
Although pain symptoms in acetabular labral tear patients resolve promptly following labral repair or
resection procedures,(1–3) the long-term clinical outcomes of labral resection have been shown to be linked
to the progression of osteoarthritis.(4,5) The purpose of this paper is to summarize the findings of a recent
study that evaluated cartilage compression when the labrum was repaired versus resected. A total of
six human cadaver hips were evaluated. Each hip with an intact labrum was scanned using a 7.0T MRI
system while subjected to a load simulating single leg stance. The same hip was then scanned again
after an arthroscopically simulated labral tear, after a labral repair, and again after a labral resection. From
each high resolution MRI scan, cartilage thickness in the anterosuperior region was measured in three
dimensions using advanced imaging techniques. Labral resection resulted in significantly higher mean
(p=0.020) and maximum (p=0.023) cartilage compression compared to labral repair. This increase in
cartilage compression due to labral resection may play a role toward the progression of osteoarthritis.
The findings support repairing rather than resecting the labrum, whenever possible.

Introduction
Many clinicians report successful case studies where pain was resolved in patients promptly following
labral resection(1-3) and labral repair. (3,6) However, in contrast to labral repair, the long-term outcomes of
labral resection indicate a progression toward osteoarthritis(4,5) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Mean pre and postoperative scores for degenerative changes in 52 patients having either a labral repair or resection procedure.
Note: A higher Tonnis Grade indicates increased signs of osteoarthritis. Data extracted from Espinosa et al, JBJS 2006.

It is widely accepted that a change in joint mechanics plays a role in the etiology of osteoarthritis(7). It is
known that the labrum contributes to a 21% increase in surface area in contact with the femoral head,
thereby distributing forces more evenly across the joint, sparing cartilage from excessive compression(8).
Further knowledge of the mechanical role of the labrum would be beneficial toward improving current
treatment strategies. The objective of this paper was to summarize the findings from a recent Smith &
Nephew sponsored biomechanical study that evaluated hip cartilage compression when the labrum was
intact, torn, repaired, and resected(9).

Methods
Six young human cadaver hips (aged 20–48 years) were dissected of all superficial soft tissues, leaving
the capsule intact. An arthroscopic examination was performed on each specimen to assure no major
pre-existing labral pathology was present. With the labrum intact, and the joint unloaded, the specimen
was mounted in an MRI compatible pneumatic loading device and placed in an orientation simulating
single leg stance. Thereafter, the specimen was scanned in a 7.0 Tesla MRI system (Bruker Biospin,
Germany), obtaining a high resolution image (0.1 mm in-plane resolution, 0.3 mm slice thickness). Three
dimensional contours of the cartilage were obtained from the MR image (Analyze 8.0, Mayo Clinic, MN,
USA). These contours were then exported as 3D data points and cartilage thickness in the anterosuperior
region of the hip was measured radially in three dimensions using a custom program (Matlab 7.0,
Mathworks, MA, USA).
The same hip was scanned again while subjected to a compressive force (simulating single leg stance)(10),
and under the following conditions:
1. Labrum intact
2. An arthroscopically simulated 3 cm long labral tear in the anterosuperior region, detaching the labrum
from the acetabular rim
3. An arthroscopic labral repair using three 2.3 mm BIORAPTOR ™ Suture Anchors, inserted using a straight
ARTHRO-PIERCE™ device for suture passage
4. An arthroscopic labral resection, removing the 3-cm length of torn labrum using sharp knife resection.
Cartilage thickness distribution was measured after each condition, for each of 6 hips. Mean and
maximum cartilage compression as a percentage of the original cartilage thickness were compared using
a 1-tailed paired t-test.

Results and Discussion
Intact versus Torn Labrum
There was no significant difference in the mean or maximum cartilage compression when the labrum was
intact (33 ± 8% and 45 ± 9% respectively) versus torn (32 ± 7% and 46 ± 7% respectively).
The lack of change to the cartilage compression when the labrum was intact compared to the presence of
a labral tear detachment from the bone may be due to the type of simulated tear. The torn labrum was still
able to maintain the amount of surface area in contact with the femoral head because both ends of the
labrum were affixed to the healthy adjacent labrum.
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Torn versus Repaired Labrum
Mean cartilage compression was significantly decreased when the labrum was repaired (30 ± 8%) versus torn
(32 ± 7%, p=0.014). There was no significant difference in the maximum cartilage compression when the labrum
was repaired (44% ± 10%) versus torn (46 ± 7%).

The significantly decreased mean cartilage compression following labral repair compared to the torn
labrum may have resulted due to the circumferentially stiffer repaired labrum which may distribute forces
to the cartilage more effectively.

Repaired versus Resected Labrum
Mean cartilage compression was significantly increased when the labrum was resected (34 ± 6%) versus
repaired (30 ± 8%, p=0.020). Maximum cartilage compression was also significantly increased when the
labrum was resected (50 ± 6%) versus repaired (44 ± 10%, p=0.023). The population averaged cartilage
compression distribution showed an overall increase in compression magnitude throughout the region of
interest (Figure 2).
An increase in cartilage compression may play a significant role toward the progression of osteoarthritis.
The increase in cartilage compression when the labrum was resected is likely due to the decrease in
surface area of the labrum in contact with the femoral head.

Figure 2: Hip cartilage compression as a percentage of the original cartilage thickness when the labrum was (left) repaired and
(right) resected.
Reprinted from the Journal of Biomechanics 43(5), Greaves et al, Effect of Acetabular Labral Tears, Repair and Resection on Hip
Cartilage Strain: A 7T MR Study, pp858-863, 2010 with permission from Elsevier.

Conclusion
These ex vivo findings suggest labral resection increases cartilage compression compared to labral repair.
Therefore, repairing the labrum may protect the hip from chondral damage. However, the type of tear must
be considered when choosing repair or resection because not all labral tears have the capacity to heal(11).
Further, when the torn labrum was repaired, mean cartilage compression was significantly decreased
possibly due to the circumferentially stiffer repaired labrum. This finding indicates that repairing a torn
labrum may protect the health of the cartilage in the hip.
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